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Coming soon to a bookshelf near you:
(Place your hold today!)

No, But I Read the Book
Doctor Zhivago by Boris Pastenak
The story of the life and loves of a poet-physician during the turmoil of the Russian Revolution
was first published in 1957.
The classic movie starring Omar Sharif, Julie Christie and Rod Steiger, came out in 1965.

Listen Up
Connie Goodwin is an expert on America's fractured past with witchcraft. A young, tenure-track
professor in Boston, she's earned career success by studying the history of magic in colonial America-especially women's home recipes and medicines--and by exposing society's threats against women
fluent in those skills. But beyond her studies, Connie harbors a secret: She is the direct descendant of a
woman tried as a witch in Salem, an ancestor whose abilities were far more magical than the historical
record shows. When a hint from her mother and clues from her research lead Connie to the shocking
realization that her partner's life is in danger, she must race to solve the mystery behind a hundreds'years-long deadly curse.
Daughters of Temperance Hobbs by Katherine Howe
Narrated By Barrie Kreinik
Length: 11.5 hours

Hey, Book Clubbers!
Do you and your friends have a book club? Have you been wondering what to read? There are many, many books that
make good book club reads. Our Book Club Kits all have 10 copies of the same book as well as discussion questions. If
you need help finding these in the library, please ask the Reference Desk for help.

Read All Booked Up from home! Sign up for our email newsletter at windsorlibrary.com.

Spotlight On: Surviving Winter
"Winter survival stories"--as interpreted by three Windsor librarians--can mean various things. Meticulously
researched, compelling fiction or nonfiction about surviving in a winter wilderness; exploring ways to slow down &
enjoy life more even in mid-winter; cooking winter-hearty hot meals; or finding cozy activities perfect for doing
inside on cold winter days. You get to choose!
The Mullah's Storm: A Novel by Thomas W. Young
An Air Force major and female Army translator battle for survival in Afghanistan after their transport
plane with a high-value prisoner is shot down during a blizzard. Kirkus Review, which gave it a
starred rating, calls it "a smart, unsettling, timely novel that puts a human face on the Afghanistan
conflict while conveying the immense challenges the United States faces there."

Biting the Moon by Martha Grimes
She does not know who she is, where she's from, or how she got here. She wakes one morning in a
bed-and-breakfast alone. She is told by the owner that she came in 'dead asleep' with her father. But
she knows the man is not her father.
Escaping into the winter wilderness, she spends months learning to survive and trying to regain her
memory. When she finds a friend, the two set out to find her "Daddy" and, they hope, clues to her
past. A departure from her British Pub mysteries, this is one of Martha Grimes' most gripping tales.
The Child Finder by Rene Denfeld
Three years ago, Madison Culver, five years old, disappeared while her family was choosing a
Christmas Tree in Oregon's Skookum National Forest. The family hires Naomi, a P.I. with a special
talent for finding lost or missing children, having been one herself. Centered in the winter wilderness
of the forest, Denfeld's story alternates between Naomi's investigation and an intricately woven tale
told by an imaginative child. This staff favorite is a deeply moving, captivating story of survival on
many levels.
The Little Book of Hygge: Danish Secrets to Happy Living by Meik Wiking
The Danes are famously the happiest people in the world, and hygge is a cornerstone of their way of
life. Hygge (pronounce Hoo-ga) loosely translates as a sense of comfort, togetherness, and wellbeing. It is when you are cuddled up on the sofa with a loved one, or sharing comfort food with your
closest friends. It is those crisp blue mornings when the light through your window is just right. It is
about gratitude and savoring the simple pleasures in life. In short, it is the pursuit of everyday
happiness. From picking the right lighting to organizing a Hygge get-together to dressing hygge,
Wiking shows you how to experience more joy and contentment the Danish way.
Breaking Wild by Diane Les Becquets
Booklist Starred Review: Amy Latour is determined to bag an elk before hunting season is over. From
a tree stand, she badly wounds a male elk and follows his trail. Consumed with finishing her task,
she fails to notice the worsening conditions. Things go from bad to worse, and when she fails to
return, an all-out search is launched. Ranger Pru Hathaway and her rescue dog, Kona, are part of the
effort.
Skillfully blending the emotional terrain of women's fiction with a briskly paced adventure story,
Les Becquets packs her narrative with fascinating details about hunting, the logistics of search-andrescue, and the beauty and danger of the wilderness.
Adventures in slow cooking : 120 slow-cooker recipes for people who love food by Sarah
DiGregorio
"I never knew my slow cooker could do that!" Nothing says surviving winter to me like making
hearty, warm, easy meals. The slow cooker does all the work so that you can sit under a blanket
and read.
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